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Dashboard in a Day Workshop
About this workshop
Insight and Microsoft understand that staying ahead of the curve in today’s economic climate 

means leveraging as much data as possible to make critical business decisions more effectively.  

But transforming raw data into actionable insights requires a powerful tool set — and the  

technical knowledge to put it to use.   

Insight’s one-day Business Intelligence Workshop provides the on-site training and support to help 

your organization discover, integrate and visualize data intelligence using Power BI®. Spend a day 

learning from our experts and getting hands-on experience with reporting and dashboarding tools. 

Participants will leave with a working knowledge of how to create, share and publish reports for a 

range of business use cases.

Who should attend 
Data engineers, report writers, business analysts, business decision-makers and others looking 

to accelerate reporting success will gain valuable experience with Power BI. Little to no previous 

experience is required. 

Workshop topics 
 
This workshop will expand knowledge of data intelligence and Power BI by teaching you how to: 

• Connect to, import and transform data from a variety of sources.
• Define business rules and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
• Explore your data with powerful visualization tools.
• Build stunning reports.
• Share your dashboards with your team and/or the world.

Duration 

1 day

What  to expect   
• Overview of Power BI® 

tool capabilities
• Exploration of Power BI tool

best practices
• Demonstration of Power

BI tool use
• Hands-on labs with the

Power BI tool
• Opportunity to experiment

with your own data

Key takeaways  
• Get hands-on experience

gathering data.
• Gain real-time understandings of

your business and your customers. 
• Rapidly unlock insights by mashing

up multiple data sets.
• Create powerful visualizations and

publish using strong security.

Related offers   
Databricks Workshop

Databricks Fast Start

Azure Data & AI Fast Start

Knowledge Mining Accelerator

Schedule a workshop.   
To learn about pricing and  
how to get started, contact 
alliances@insight.com. 


